
English Task 

Today we are going to start writing up our battle scene. We are not going to write it all 

though as I would like the work to be of a standard that I know you are all capable of. I 

would like you to write the first paragraph where Tom and Isis enter the arena. How are 

they feeling? Describe what they can see, hear, smell etc. Start to introduce the battle. 

How do the crowd respond? Remember to include all the Year 3 taf’s. (Fronted 

adverbials, range of prepositions, different conjunctions etc) 

 
Maths Task 

Play reach 100 

Here is a grid of four "boxes": 

You must choose four different digits from 1−9 and put one in each box. For 

example: 

This gives four two-digit numbers: 

52 (reading along the 1st row) 

19 (reading along the 2nd row) 

51 (reading down the left hand column) 

29 (reading down the right hand column) 

In this case their sum is 151. Try a few examples of your own. 

Is there a quick way to tell if the total is going to be even or odd? How many ways can 

you find of doing it? 

 

Welcome Comment 

Good morning Year 3.  

I was just wondering if anyone managed to find an equilateral triangle piece of food?  

Hope you are enjoying the variety of tasks and giving them all your best attempt.   

Just a reminder you should be doing your Times table Rockstars regularly. 

Keep up the good work Year 3 😊  

 

Online Learning Plan 

year3@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk 

 

 

 

Any Further Guidance 

I hope you enjoyed yesterday’s family challenge. Mrs Oakley would really like to see your 

pictures so please send them to the year 3 email. Keep working hard everyone you are 

doing a fab job! Mrs Cornforth 

 
Teacher Mrs Cornforth Class 3 Date 19/5/20 

Foundation Subject Task 

Today I would like you to have a go at the following drawing. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zRrl3YO26w I know that you enjoyed when we had 

a go at drawing poppies a few weeks ago. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zRrl3YO26w

